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INTRODUCTION

SheetCNC is supplied as a kit of parts for building a very large floor-standing 3-axis CNC routing/milling
machine suitable for use on most timber-based products, plastics and foams.
This guide covers the assembly of the parts supplied in the SheetCNC kit.
There a few, very slight, variations between building the 8' x 4' full-sheet kit and the 4' x 4' half-sheet kit.
These variations are highlighted in the text.
Other free documentation and help is also available from us:
• Spindle, Control and Power Systems gives detailed guidance on how to source and fit the additional
parts which are required to produce a complete, working CNC machine.
• Clever Cuts offers tips and tricks for new users who are just getting started in CNC milling.
• In addition, SheetCNC owners are welcome to contact us at sheetCNC.co.uk for help and advice
about any aspect of building, commissioning, and using SheetCNC.

SheetCNC Handles Big Stuff...
SheetCNC has a working area of over 2470x1250mm. That's more than large enough for 2.5D work on
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standard full sheets of MDF, plywood, and most varieties of foam board, even when using large-diameter
cutters. The Z-axis has 245mm travel with 120mm clearance meaning that workpieces of 4” or more
thickness can be cut with ease.
Typical machining speed for MDF and ply, when using carbide tooling, is 3000mm/minute with a depthper-cut of 3 to 13mm depending on the precision and finish required. Recommended maximum rapids
speed is 12000mm/minute.

...and Small Stuff
SheetCNC was designed from the outset to be used for really big work: jobs such as furniture cut from
inch-thick 8'x4' sheets, house name-plaques carved from solid timber, camper-van interior kits sliced out
of full-size laminated boards and, of course, the parts for SheetCNC itself. But every job contains small
details too - mortices, tenons, screwholes, pockets for fittings, engraved symbols and text - which means
that SheetCNC must perform its cuts with tremendous precision, no matter how big the job. So it should be
no surprise that SheetCNC can also do this*...

Hacks
SheetCNC is designed to be home-built from parts. Better still, the machine is hackable: almost all parts
simply bolt together which means that builders can use SheetCNC to create new parts for itself to extend
its capabilities even further. Typical hacks include raising the clearance of the Z-axis to 200mm or more, or
building an oversize table to handle longer and wider workpieces.
If you intend to hack SheetCNC, do contact us for advice. We're more than happy to help.

Parts...
SheetCNC.co.uk provide all the mechanical parts of the machine up to and including the stepper-motors,
but we do not supply the spindle or the electronics. However, that doesn't mean we merely supply our
parts and then abandon you: we include all the documentation you need to help you choose and set up all
the third-party components and software necessary to create a complete, ready-to-use, working CNC.
The third-party components are not expensive: a realistic summary of costs for these parts, and for a
complete suite of software, is briefly given in Appendix: Third-Party Components. So there should be no
nasty surprises.

...and Help
We're always available to give assistance by email to make sure your build and subsequent
commissioning go smoothly. We're proud of SheetCNC and we'll do everything we can to help you make
*

If you would like to know how to create PCBs on SheetCNC, please see Clever Cuts on our downloads page.
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your machine as good as it can be*.

Assembly Time
It'll take about a day - perhaps two - to assemble SheetCNC, using ordinary hand tools such as any home
workshop will have.

What This Manual Covers
This Build Manual describes in detail the complete build process of all the SheetCNC parts supplied by
SheetCNC.co.uk.
It also gives guidance - continued in other documents - on selecting and assembling the third-party
components and software so as to produce a complete, working 3-axis CNC milling machine.
We hope you enjoy building your SheetCNC. Do please send us your feedback on the experience.

*

We provide free support for any issues related to the building and commissioning of SheetCNC, forever. There is no
time limit. Support covers assembly, wiring, and commissioning. In addition, for individual non-commercial customers
only, we also offer free help getting started with CAD and CAM. See Ts & Cs for full details.
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X-TABLE
The X-TABLE supports the X-RUNNERs and incorporates the BED of the machine. It mounts rigidly onto
the FRAME.
• Parts for 8'x4' full-sheet kit:
• BED (plywood)
• X-RUN-LEFT-A (MDF)
• X-RUN-LEFT-B (MDF)
• X-RUN-RIGHT-A (MDF)
• X-RUN-RIGHT-B (MDF)
• 28qty Captive nut M6
• 54qty Machine screw M6 x 50mm flange-head socket
• Parts for 4'x4' half-sheet kit:
• BED (plywood)
• X-RUN-LEFT
• X-RUN-RIGHT
• 16qty Captive nut M6
• 32qty Machine screw M6 x 50mm flange-head socket
• Place all the X-RUN-xxx MDF parts onto a flat surface, machined side upwards.
• Diagram for 8'x4' full-sheet kit:

• Diagram for 4'x4' half-sheet kit:

• Drive a blind nut into each of the bed-fixing holes. Only a subset of the holes in each MDF part
requires a blind nut. The holes which require captive nuts are ONLY the ones inside the black
rectangle in the relevant diagram above.
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• Place the four [two] X-RUN-xxx parts onto the FRAME. They should be placed machined-side
downwards and in the positions shown in the photograph. When assembling the 4'x4' kit, the single
X-RUN-LEFT part replaces X-RUN-LEFT-A/X-RUN-LEFT-B. Similarly for X-RUN-RIGHT.

• Place a M6 x 50mm flange-head bolt through the end-most two slots of each of the MDF parts, and
engage the bolt with the matching barrel nut in the FRAME below. (A total of 8 bolts in the 8'x4' kit,
and a total of 4 bolts in the 4'x4' kit.) Do not tighten these bolts - leave them extremely slack.
• Position the plywood BED onto the frame, machined side upwards. The BED ends should equally
overhang the endmost two cross-braces of the frame. Lifting the bed may be a two-person task.

• [8'x4' only] Drop a single M6 x 50mm flange-head bolt through the centre hole in the bed. Engage it
with the barrel nut in the frame below, but do not tighten it yet.
• After this central bolt is successfully engaged, drop two more M6 x 50mm flange-head bolts through
the other two holes which are at the middles of the two short sides of the BED, at either end of the
FRAME. Engage these with the barrel nuts in the FRAME-CROSS parts, below.

• When these bolts are all loosely engaged into their respective barrel nuts in the FRAME-CROSS
parts below, tighten them all to 6Nm.
• Drop a M6 x 50mm flange-head bolt through each of the remaining holes in the BED, and gently
engage into the captive nut in the MDF part below. Do not tighten any of these until all have been
engaged into their respective captive nuts.
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• After all these M6 x 50mm flange-head bolts have been engaged into the captive nuts in the MDF
parts, tighten them all to 6Nm.
• Drop a M6 x 50mm flange-head bolt through each of the remaining slots in the MDF parts, to engage
with the barrel-nuts in the frame below. Loosely screw them all into their barrel nuts.

• After all these M6 x 50mm flange-head bolts have been loosely engaged into their respective barrel
nuts, tighten them all to 6Nm.

• This completes the assembly of the X-TABLE.
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• This completes the assembly of the GANTRY which should now be standing inverted on the
table.

Leave GANTRY in this position, ready for installation.
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INSTALLING GANTRY ON X-TABLE
The GANTRY must now carefully be placed onto the X-RUNNERs.
Note: The GANTRY assembly is extremely heavy. Take care. Protective footwear is advised. Do not allow
any metal parts, such as bearings, to impact the X-RUNNERs. Proceed slowly.
• Parts:
• GANTRY assembly
• X-TABLE / FRAME assembly
• 4qty Bearing 8mm 638
• 4qty Machine screw M8x50mm socket-head
• 4qty Nyloc nut M8
• 8qty Washer 30mm M8
• 8 (eight) qty Washer Form C M8

• For safety, make sure that the HOME-STOP and END-STOPs (located at the ends of the upper XRUNNER rails) are all bolted in place correctly on X-TABLE. It would be dangerous to mount the
GANTRY on the X-TABLE without the END-STOPs in place.
• If the machine is being assembled close to a wall(s), so that there is little clearance outside X-END-L
and/or X-END-R, then move the GANTRY sufficient to fit the drive-shaft(s) and the X stepper motor
now, before placing the GANTRY on the X-TABLE. (See X STEPPER MOTOR below for details.)
• An assistant makes the process of rotating the GANTRY onto its bearings easier, but is not essential.
• To begin, the GANTRY should be upside down on the table, the correct way around, and at least one
meter away from the HOME-STOP. The GANTRY must be aligned exactly across the X-TABLE and
with equal overhang each side. As below:
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• Position yourself at one end of the GANTRY. Grip X-END-R or X-END-L at top and bottom and
gently roll the GANTRY toward the HOME-STOP, slowly engaging two of the grooved bearings onto
the X-RUNNER rails. When correctly positioned, the GANTRY will be stable in this new position.

• Keeping the GANTRY aligned exactly across the X-TABLE, slowly rotate the GANTRY further until
the other two grooved bearings engage on the X-RUNNER rails.
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• The GANTRY is now standing on the X-TABLE. Do not move it. To make it safe, immediately fit and
tension the 8mm bearings, as described below.
• Place a M8x30mm washer onto one of the M8x50mm bolts. Fit the bolt through any of the vertical
slots below rail-level in the bottom of X-END-L or X-END-R from the outside inwards. On the inner
side place on another M8x30mm washer, two (2) M8 Form-C washers together, then one 8mm
bearing, in that order. Fit a nyloc 8mm nut and nip it up bit by bit until the required tightness is
obtained. The correct tightness is when the nut and bolt can only just be rotated and/or slid along slot
when firmly gripping the nut in one hand and the bolt-head in the other hand, without tools.

• Repeat for 8mm bearings in each of the other three slots in X-END-L and X-END-R.
• Tighten the M6 x 40mm pan-head screws in the bottom of X-END-L and X-END-R until the bearings
just touch the lower X-RUNNER. It should be easily possible to turn the bearings by hand against the
friction of the X-RUNNER.
• The gantry is now safely installed on the table. Do not move the gantry at excessive speed. Until the
chains are fitted, do not push on one end causing it to rack or wobble, and never allow it to impact the
HOME-STOP or END-STOPs at speed.
If preferred, the GANTRY can be held in one place for working on it by positioning the GANTRY at one
end of the X-TABLE, then using cord each side to tie the GANTRY in place. The cords should be removed
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Appendix: Third-Party Components
Approximate costs of typical additional hardware required

Item

Source

Approx price
(Min - Most Likely - Max)

Mechanical parts and drive motors

sheetcnc.co.uk

Included

Stepper-motor controllers

ebay

£60 total for 3qty

Break-out board

ebay

£5

Basic s/h PC for installation of LinuxCNC

surplus or s/h

£0 - £20 - £100

48V PSU

ebay

£50

2.2kW water-cooled spindle with VFD and chuck

ebay

£200

Sundries (for example, cable)

£80

Vacuum dust extractor

surplus, s/h, homebuild, or new

£0 - £25 - £400

TOTAL:

£440

CAD software (with genuine commercial licence)

IMSI resellers (UK)

£0 - £20 - £50

CAM software (with genuine commercial licence)

SheetCAM

£0 - £130

Controller software (open source for commercial use)

linuxcnc.org

£0

TOTAL:

£150

Approximate costs of typical software required
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ENDNOTE
Thank you for building SheetCNC. We'd love to hear how the build went. If any of the instructions seemed
ambiguous or unclear, please tell us so we can correct them.
Some pictures of your finished machine would be great, if you care to send them.
We have some tips and tricks we'd like to pass on to you. Please see the document Clever Cuts.
Now that you have a fully working CNC machine, why not use SheetCNC to hack itself? Maybe install
taller X-END-L and X-END-R parts, to increase Z-axis clearance for bigger 3D work? Or a wider BED to
accommodate 5'x10' sheet material, perhaps? A vacuum table? Add a 4th and 5th axis, even?
We'd also like to point out that while SheetCNC was designed to handle sheet material, the Z-axis has
sufficient clearance for 3D work too. So sculpted plaques and other 3D items can be machined on
SheetCNC. 3D-specific CAD and CAM software will be required to generate the G-Code. A ball-ended
cutter may be needed too. Take care when using the long cutters necessary for 3D work not to overspeed
them.
Whatever you build with SheetCNC, please do send us pictures of your work. We'd like to see them. And,
with your permission, we'd love to show them off on our website, too.
For those who are using CNC for business, we offer a free advertising section on our website where you
can showcase any retail products you build, on condition that you are creating or prototyping these
products using SheetCNC.
Wishing you happy cutting,
SheetCNC.co.uk
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